C A PA B I L I T Y S TAT E M E N T

Who We Are
Aktive Services provides expert business consultancy advice to solve
problems that prevent businesses from growing and winning in
the marketplace.
Established in 2019 in Adelaide, South Australia, we help startups and
established businesses by drawing from our broad experience working
in industry and government.
With extensive business process expertise and decades of multi-sectoral
application experience, we empower industry leaders with the right
information to make decisions to help businesses thrive.
Always with the future in mind, Aktive Services focusses on the
following sectors: Advanced Manufacturing, Defence, Food and
Agribusiness, Future Mobility, Renewable Energy, and Space.
Whether your business wants to diversify its customer base, explore
new industries, or expand what you’re already doing, Aktive Services
will work with you to develop a solution that meets your needs.
Our goal is your goal—to help your business grow and succeed!

Core Competencies
Experience—several decades of working in business and within
government gives us knowledge and expertise from both private and
public sectors, which is vital to understanding the expectations and
needs of both sides.
Understanding—it’s your business, and we listen to you. We don’t tell
you how to run your business. Instead, we build your knowledge into
systems, processes, and a bespoke approach to solve your problems.
Only you have the authority to spark change and make a difference.
Support—Aktive Services is a conduit to a strong support network
established over time that can assist your business to navigate
government, reach decision makers, and get answers when
others cannot.
Communication—we know what stakeholders want and how to engage
with them thanks to years of experience dealing with high-ranking
individuals including senior government and industry leaders.

Services
Whether you are transitioning to another industry, expanding
your existing business, or partnering with others, we provide
an end-to-end, professional service from concept to planning
and design to implementation.

Our services include:
Strategic Business Development
Business Capability Assessment
Writing Business Plans
Analytics and Reporting
Grant Applications
Finding Commercial Partners
Agency Services
Project Management
Implementation Support
Government Relations (written and oral)
Stakeholder Engagement

Key Clients & Associations
We continue to work with a range of industries and businesses, including:

If you would like to discuss a particular project,
issue, or better understand how Aktive Services
can help your business — contact us today to
schedule a free business transformation session.
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